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The First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) is pioneering the usage of silicon photo mul-
tipliers (SIPMs also known as G-APDs) for the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique. It
is located at the Observatorio Roque de los Muchachos on the Canary island of La Palma. Since
first light in October 2011, it is monitoring bright TeV blazars in the northern sky. By now, FACT
is the only imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescope operating with SIPMs on a nightly basis.
Over the course of the last five years, FACT has been demonstrating their reliability and excel-
lent performance. Moreover, their robustness allowed for an increase of the duty cycle including
nights with strong moon light without the need for UV-filters.
In this contribution, we will present the performance of the first Cherenkov telescope using solid
state photo sensors, which was determined in analysis of data from Crab Nebula, the so called
standard candle in gamma-ray astronomy. The presented analysis chain utilizes modern data
mining methods and unfolding techniques to obtain the energy spectrum of this source. The
characteristical results of such an analysis will be reported providing, e. g., the angular and energy
resolution of FACT, as well as, the energy spectrum of the Crab Nebula. Furthermore, these
results are discussed in the context of the performance of coexisting Cherenkov telescopes.
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1. Introduction
FACT (First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope) [1] is the first Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescope which
uses Silicon Photomultipliers (SIPMS) as photo sensors. Observing since first light in October
2011 at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on the Canary Island of La Palma (Spain),
the main goal of FACT is the monitoring of very high energy gamma-ray sources in the Northern
hemisphere.
FACT is using a segmented mirror that is comprising 30 hexagonal facets with a total mirror
area of 9.51 m2 and a focal length of 4.9 m. The facets are oriented in a hybrid between a parabolic
and a Davies–Cotton-geometry [2].
The camera consists of 1440 pixels and has a diameter of approximately 40 cm, resulting in a
field of view of 4.5◦. Each pixel consists of a solid light concentrator and a SIPM (Hamamatsu
MPPC S10362-33-50C) hosting 3600 Geiger-Mode Avalanche Photodiodes (G-APDs). S IPM
photo sensors are mechanically and electronically robust, capable of single photon counting, have a
low operational voltage, a comparable photon detection efficiency to conventional PMTs and cheap
production costs. These promising properties make them particularly suitable for applications in the
ground-based Cherenkov gamma-ray astronomy. More details concerning the sensor performance
of these photo detectors are given in [3].
The analysis chain starts with the preprocessing of the raw data. For this task, the data
analysis tool FACT-Tools [4, 5] has been developed. It performs the calibration of raw data,
the extraction of the registered Cherenkov photon pulses, selection of pixels likely containing
signal, and parameterization of the resulting air shower images. FACT-Tools is an extension
of the streams-framework [6] which has been developed in cooperation with the department of
computer science at the TU Dortmund.
The image parameters calculated by FACT-Tools are used to perform an energy estimation
of the primary particle and a suppression of background events induced by charged cosmic rays.
Both of these tasks are solved using the scikit-learn [7] machine learning framework.
To estimate the main performance characteristics of FACT, observations of the Crab Nebula
are used. The Crab Nebula is a nearby Pulsar Wind Nebula and is the brightest source of very
high energy gamma-rays, of which no variability has yet been observed, which is making it the so
called “standard candle” of gamma-ray astronomy. Several other IACTs have also evaluated their
performance characteristics using this source [8, 9].
In order to obtain the differential energy spectrum of the Crab Nebula, the resulting data set is
unfolded using the software TRUEE [10].
The results in this contribution were achieved by the FACT-Tools analysis chain, one of the
two independent analysis chains used in FACT, the other being MARS [11].
2. Data Sample
The observations of the Crab Nebula used to estimate the performance characteristics of FACT
were taken between October 2013 and February 2014. A selection was performed, assuring the final
sample contains only data taken with a zenith angle below 30◦, no clouds, no moon light and a stable
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done in the so-called wobble mode, i. e. not pointing directly at the source, but using a fixed offset
of 0.6◦ from the camera center, which allows to estimate the background rate at the same time.
Dedicated Monte Carlo simulations are necessary for the analysis of these observations.
The gamma-ray and hadron induced extensive air showers are simulated using the software
CORSIKA [12]. The produced Cherenkov photons are then used to calculate the telescope re-
sponse using CERES [11]. The simulated event sets include 12 million air showers induced by
gamma-rays in an energy regime between 200 GeV and 50 TeV and about 780 million air showers
induced by protons in an energy range between 100 GeV and 200 TeV. Both energy spectra follow
a power law distribution with an index of −2.7.
3. Preprocessing and Image Parameterization
Preprocessing of both observed and simulated events is done using FACT-Tools, version v0.17.2.
In a first step, the raw time series of each pixel are calibrated for the effects of the sampling hardware.
After this, the number and mean arrival time of the photons in each pixel are extracted and pixels
likely containing no significant Cherenkov light contribution are discarded. The remaining pixels
are used for the parameterization of the event. This includes the classical Hillas parameters [13],
descriptive statistics of the number of photon and arrival time distributions, and other features
describing the shower morphology like the number of distinct groups of pixels after the discarding
of non-signal pixels.
4. Background Suppression
As cosmic ray induced air showers far outnumber the gamma-ray induced air showers, methods
of supervised machine learning are applied to suppress these background events. A random forest
classifier [14] trained on 120000 simulated events per class is used. Comprised of 200 decision trees
using 22 attributes in total, 4 randomly drawn features at each node and a maximum depth of 15, an
area under the ROC curve of 0.875±0.003 is reached. The uncertainty is estimated by a 20-fold
cross validation. The result of applying this classifier is the gamma_prediction ∈ [0,1], where
1 means that the event is very likely a gamma-ray primary and 0 means the event is very likely
induced by charged cosmic rays.
Two different sets of selection cuts are performed for the two tasks of source detection and
spectrum estimation. For the source detection, a larger precision1 is chosen and for the unfolding
more weight is laid on gamma-ray recall2.
The chosen cuts are θ 2 ≤ 0.1deg2 and gamma_prediction≥ 0.7 for the unfolding and θ 2 ≤
0.03deg2 and gamma_prediction≥ 0.85 for the source detection, where θ is the angular distance
between reconstructed and true source position. Applying these selection cuts yields the effective
collection area Aeff as shown in Figure 1.
1Also commonly refered to as purity



































gamma prediction≥ 0.7, θ 2 ≤ 0.1deg2
gamma prediction≥ 0.85, θ 2 ≤ 0.03deg2
Figure 1: Effective collection area for no selection cuts applied (blue), the unfolding selection cuts
applied (orange) and the source detection cuts applied (green).
5. Energy Estimation
The energy estimation is also performed using supervised machine learning methods. A random
forest regressor trained on 120000 gamma-ray induced events, using 22 attributes, 200 decision
trees and 5 random attributes per node is used.
The performance of this energy regressor is estimated using an independent set of simulated
gamma-ray events, comparing the estimated energy Eest to the true energy Etrue.
The complete migration matrix is shown in Figure 2a. Bias and resolution of the estimator are





The inter-quantile distance was chosen, because the shape of the ∆rel distribution is highly non-
gaussian, especially in lower energy bins which forbids the common approach of fitting a gaussian
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(b) Bias and resolution.
Figure 2: Figure a shows the energy migration. Figure b shows the bias of the energy estimation,
calculated as the mean relative error, and the resolution, calculated as half distance between the
1σ -quantiles of the relative error. Only results for events with gamma_prediction≥ 0.7 are shown.
6. Performance Estimation Using Crab Nebula Data
PRELIMINARY










2000 Source: Crab, tobs = 91.1hNOn = 5910, NOff = 14594, α = 0.2
NExc = 2991.2±80.6, SLi&Ma = 43.3σ
On
Off
Figure 3: θ 2 for the Crab Nebula (On) and the
region used for background estimation (Off). A
clear excess is visible for the On region and the
Crab Nebula is detected with a significance of
43.3σ using the Li & Ma likelihood-ratio test.
The resulting event numbers with respect to
the applied event selection cuts and the cor-
responding detection significances are shown
in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the the distance
between reconstructed and true source posi-
tion θ for the Crab Nebula (On) and the five
chosen background regions (Off).
Using TRUEE, the differential flux of
the Crab Nebula is obtained. The result is
shown in Figure 4. The obtained results are
in agreement with results previously obtained
by other telescopes.
To estimate the detection potential of
FACT, the flux relative to the Crab Nebula
that yields 5σ Li & Ma significance [15] in
50 h of observation time is calculated. The
resulting equation
SLi&Ma(Nexc ·φrel +Noff,Noff,α) = 5 (6.1)
is solved numerically for the relative flux φrel.
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NOn and NOff from a Poisson distribution and recalculating the sensitivities a 1000 times. Over the
whole energy range, an integral sensitivity of (0.137±0.004)CU for the source detection cuts and
(0.214±0.008)CU for the unfolding cuts is achieved.
Table 1: Selection cuts and resulting NOn, NOff, number of excess events Nexc and the resulting
significance according to the Li & Ma likelihood-ratio test.
gamma_predictioncut θ 2cut /deg
2 NOn NOff Nexc SLi&Ma /σ
0.70 0.10 33735 139553 5824.4±198.13 30.6
0.85 0.03 5910 14594 2991.2± 80.16 43.3
The differential sensitivity for the nine energy bins used for the spectrum estimation is shown
in Figure 5.
PRELIMINARY



























FACT Unfolding (this work)
Figure 4: Differential flux of the Crab Nebula as obtained by the TRUEE unfolding. For comparison,





































Figure 5: Relative sensitivity in units of Crab Neb-
ula flux for reaching 5σ significance according to
the Li&Ma likelihood-ratio test in 50 h of obser-
vation time. Five off positions are used, so α is
0.2.
7. Conclusions
In this work the analysis chain of FACT including modern machine learning approaches for
background suppression and energy estimation has been presented. For the first time, the sensitivity
of a S IPM Cherenkov telescope has been evaluated on observations of the Crab Nebula. The
source has been detected with a significance of 43.3σ in 91.1 h and the unfolded energy spectrum
between 250 GeV and 16 TeV is consistent with measurements of other experiments. With the
current analysis methods, FACT reaches an integral sensitivity of (0.137±0.004)CU. In the near
future, it is planned to extend the use of machine learning methods to the reconstruction of the
shower origin to improve the angular resolution.
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